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Pre-COVID

• Researching Cultural Humility in Parenting Ed
• 3 in person workshop series
• Parents Apart
• Alternatives to Incarceration Programming & Jail
• Parenting/Nutrition Programming
• Community Cafe’ Conversations with Raising of America
• Cooking/Nutrition
Virtual Programming

- Survey
- PS It Works
- Parents Apart
- Parent Education Home Visits
- SFP 7-17
- Parent Resource Zoom Chats
- Cooking/Nutrition
Challenges

• Access to technology, socio-economic barriers
• Registration & Evaluation
• Handouts & Resources
• Distractions
• Interest from across the state
Suggestions

- Survey Participants
- Registration numbers & actual attendance
- Tech person
- Guidelines
- Open zoom 15 minutes ahead of time so they can check in chat before starting
- Pre-assigned break out rooms
- Reminders
- Follow up
Going Forward

• Use this fall as time to improve virtual delivery

• PS It Works! curriculum adaptation for virtual delivery

• Cultural Humility & Antiracism in parenting ed curricula

• Engaged Cornell Project
Questions?
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Join us for all or part of the lunch break for an open discussion

Share whatever is on your mind.
Raise concerns. Ask questions.